Introduction
In recent years, advances have been made in solving problems of visual recognition in restricted environments such as, e.g., detecting nonconforming products on an assembly line or recognizing isolated objects under fixed lighting conditions. However, as computer vision applications are about to enter also unrestricted environments as in the case of mobile vision systems, mobile robots, vehicle navigation aids, or surveillance systems, tasks become more difficult because the recognition system has to cope with distortions caused by varying illumination, arbitrary view points, cluttered scenes, object deformations, partial occlusion, etc. Therefore, a major goal of modern vision research is finding approaches that allow for recognition, which is invariant under distortion.
Since the visual systems of humans and animals seem to have few problems in solving difficult recognition tasks, it has become popular-and also quite successful-to take into account physiological and psychophysical findings about information processing principles in the brain to build artificial vision systems. Modern approaches that follow this paradigm often rely on the early findings by Hubel and Wiesel, 1 who determined receptive fields of simple cells and complex cells in the primary visual cortex of mammals, and by Barlow, 2 who analyzed the behavior of these cells and suggested that their response properties might emerge from an efficient coding strategy in the sense of information theory. A computational model to account for the idea of efficient coding was introduced by Olshausen and Field, 3 who proposed the notion of sparse coding as a strategy for learning receptive fields from natural image data. The method produces results qualitatively similar to those obtained by independent component analysis ͑ICA͒. 4 A recognition architecture that is based on a hierarchical organization of layers of simple and complex cell arrays was introduced by Fukushima, 5 called neocognitron. The network performs invariant recognition of simple visual stimuli such as paperclip objects. More recently, Wersing and Körner 6 used a two-layer variation of the neocognitron architecture, which learns receptive fields using a special type of sparse coding algorithm with invariance constraints. 7 The network achieves high invariance performance for classification of image patches that contain natural stimuli such as objects or faces. The approach is also related to the convolutional architecture used, e.g., by LeCun. 8 In the present work, we use a similar architecture, which employs a non-negative matrix factorization algorithm for unsupervised optimization of receptive field profiles. We show that such a recognition model can also be used for P  R  O  O  F  C  O  P  Y  0  1  2  6  0  6  J  O  E multiclass detection tasks, i.e., finding and identifying objects in a larger image. This is done by attaching an additional network layer, which uses profiles that are the result of supervised learning based on responses of the second network layer.
Compared to previous approaches to object recognition, research on biologically inspired models has shown that the robustness to distortions of the input stimuli can be significantly improved. For example, the popular eigenspace approach 9, 10 has been found quite sensitive to affine transformation, clutter, and partial occlusions.
A conceptually different approach to detection was proposed by Viola and Jones. 11, 12 Here, simple local features are used in combination with a boosting algorithm to achieve efficient localization of objects in real world scenes. However, training of the weak classifiers is very time-consuming and the approach is only feasible for detection of a single object class ͑such as faces͒. Application to multiclass problems, e.g., detecting and identifying different objects, is not investigated. Boosting mechanisms have also been applied to the problem of generic object recognition, 13 i.e., deciding if an object belonging to a specific category is present in a given image or not. Again, an extension of the approach to simultaneous processing of multiple categories seems difficult. Another example of single category detection was presented by Agarwal and Roth, 14 who use part-based sparse representations for finding cars in images.
In contrast to the above works, our approach allows for simultaneous detection and identification of objects without the necessity of a presegmentation. The employed strategy is somewhat similar to the method proposed in the works of Lowe.
15, 16 Lowe uses special types of features ͑called SIFT features͒ are used for object detection and identification. A large number of features, which are invariant to a substantial range of transformations, is extracted from an image and matched to a database of examples using an efficient lookup mechanism.
In the next section we will introduce the hierarchical network model. In Sec. 3, we describe experiments for classification of small image patches and object detection in large images, and give a conclusion and outlook in Sec. 4.
The Hierarchical Model
The hierarchical model described in this section is related to several architectures proposed earlier. 5, 6, 8, 17 It consists of alternating layers of simple and complex cell planes, each of which employs receptive field profiles of increasing complexity and abstraction to extract features. The profiles are fixed on the first layer, whereas profiles are the result of unsupervised learning on the second layer and of supervised learning on the third layer. In the next section, we will first describe the feed-forward processing scheme. Then we discuss the underlying principles of weight sharing and spatial pooling, which lead to the robust recognition capabilities of the network. Finally we describe, how receptive field profiles are obtained. Figure 1 depicts the hierarchical model used for the experiments in this paper. It is characterized by the following properties: 
Feed-forward Processing

Computing simple cell plane activations
The activation of simple cells in plane S p l is computed in two steps: First, we sum up the results of convolution of the activations of the complex cell planes of the previous layer C q l−1 with corresponding receptive field profiles F p l q , q =1... P l−1 :
where denotes convolution. Note for the simple cells of the first layer the previous layer is simply the input image. Second, to compute the final ͑binary͒ activation of each cell in S p l , a "winner takes most" lateral competitive mechanism 6 is applied among all cells that are located at a position ͑x , y͒ in the planes Ŝ p l , p =1... P l :
͑2͒
where M = max p Ŝ p l ͑x , y͒. The parameter ␥ l with 0 Ͻ ␥ l Ͻ 1 is the "competition strength," and l is the "activation threshold" common to all planes in layer l. See Wersing and Körner 6 for a detailed discussion on this nonlinear step.
Computing complex cell plane activations
The activation of a complex cell plane C p l ͑which is smaller in size than the simple cell planes in the same layer͒ is directly derived from its corresponding S p l plane. The activation of a cell C p l at position ͑x , y͒ is computed by weighted spatial pooling over a neighborhood of corresponding simple cells:
where H l ͑x , y͒ is a neighborhood function for layer l, which returns a set of corresponding cell positions in S l within a square of l ϫ l , and G l ͑xЈ , yЈ ; x , y͒ is a Gaussian with variance l , centered at the C l cell position corresponding to ͑x , y͒.
Processing Principles
The high degree of invariance achieved in recognition relies on two important concepts realized in the feed-forward processing scheme:
Weight sharing
The concept of weight sharing is often used to reduce the training complexity of neural networks. However, the type of weight sharing that is utilized in the current hierarchical network is "hidden" in the calculation of the simple cell plane activations. It serves an important purpose beyond training complexity reduction: instead of having a different weight for every spatial position, one and the same receptive field profile is applied to every position of the input plane by means of convolution. This type of weight sharing contributes to the robustness: a stimulus that leads to a certain local activation of a receptive field will cause the same activation in a neighboring cell under a minor change of position. This fact is exploited by the spatial pooling mechanism to achieve robustness with respect to small spatial translations or distortions of local parts of the input stimulus.
Spatial pooling
One major functional property of complex cells in the visual cortex is position insensitivity. Response rates of a complex cell are not much affected by small differences in the position of a stimulus on the retina. 18 Several authors suggest that, in a computational model, this type of behavior can be simulated by a spatial pooling mechanism, 6, 17 i.e., by combining the response of a number of simple cells within a neighboring region. In the definition above, this pooling is achieved by Gaussian convolution and subsampling. Passing the response through a tanh transfer function implements a smooth spatial OR operation. 6 We can summarize the major idea of the processing scheme as follows: at each layer, complex cell planes achieve a certain degree of "invariance" to spatial translations of local parts of the input stimulus using the spatial pooling mechanism. This mechanism also leads to a loss of-possibly discriminative-information. The role of simple cell planes is to compensate this loss of information by performing feature extraction to create redundancy ͑ob-viously, the total dimensionality of the simple cells planes, i.e., S l in layer l, is much higher than that of the input complex cell planes, i.e., C l−1 for layer l͒. The experimental results in Sec. 3 show that the first two network layers effectively transform an input stimulus into a high-dimensional feature representation, which allows for linear discrimination of complex object classes. This property is exploited by the third network layer, which detects objects by means of convolution.
Receptive Field Profiles
The choice of receptive field profiles for the three layers is motivated by the idea that each network layer should perform feature extraction at an increasing level of "specificity." As a consequence, profiles on the first layer are not specific at all, but perform a "general" feature extraction. In the experiments of this work, we choose P 1 = 4 and use for the first layer F 1 1p , p =1...4, first-order even Gabor kernels *Treating the input image as a complex cell plane of course does not correspond to biology, but allows us to keep the formalism simple. This choice is motivated by the fact that efficient coding on natural image patches yields Gabor like receptive fields. 3, 4, 19 Together with the "winner takes most" nonlinearity, processing on the first layer yields a segmentation of the input stimulus based on four dominant edge orientations.
In contrast, the profiles on the second layer are specialized to the image domain in the sense of extracting "typical" features. The profiles can be seen as filters, which show high responses to local parts of the input stimulus, that commonly occur in an image domain. The responses are low for stimulus parts that are not common ͑e.g., clutter͒. In our model, we obtain such profiles from a statistical analysis of a large number of example stimuli. This is achieved by efficient coding using the non-negative matrix factorization algorithm with sparseness constraints ͑NM-FSC͒, a method recently proposed by Hoyer. 19 It was shown to exhibit better properties than other coding methods such as sparse coding, standard NMF, or ICA, because sparseness of both the feature matrix and the latent variables can be controlled explicitly. In previous work, 20 we have investigated the usefulness of the NMFSC algorithm for the optimization of receptive field profiles. In particular, it was shown that optimized profiles exhibit better "clutter rejection" properties compared to randomly chosen profiles. The unsupervised training procedure is described in detail in Appendix A.
Profiles on the third layer are specialized to objects. In the present work, we set the number of planes P 3 to the number of object classes. Each unit can be thought of taking the role of a "grand-mother cell," being sensitive to all different views of one specific object class. These cells correspond to the "view tuned units" ͑VTUs͒ used in related models. 6, 17 The profiles are obtained by supervised learning of linear discriminator functions as explained in detail in Appendix B.
Classification and Detection Experiments
In this section we describe simulations of the model outlined above. We consider two experimental settings: in the first setting, a two-layer network is used to test the invariance performance of the view tuned units for the problem of patch classification. This experiment is described in Sec. 3.1. The second setup uses the complete three-layer network for an object detection task. This experiment is described in Sec. 3.2.
The datasets used for both experiments contain test stimuli, which are artificially generated from two natural image databases. The first is the COIL-20 dataset, 10 ,21 an image library that contains 72 views of each of 20 different objects, which were recorded using fixed lighting conditions. The objects are fixed to a turntable that carries out a rotation of 360 ‫ؠ‬ using a step size of 5 ‫ؠ‬ . The second dataset is the Art Explosion Photo Gallery, 22 which is a large collection of high-resolution images from various natural scenes.
Patch Classification
For the patch classification experiments, we employ a twolayer version of the network, which processes input images and computes feature representations of the stimuli that are given by the activation of the final complex cell planes. Classification is carried out in the space of C 2 activations. Figure 2 shows an example of passing an image patch I through a two-layer architecture, which uses P 2 = 10 planes on the second layer ͑the profiles F 2 are trained unsupervised using the NMFSC algorithm, as described in detail in Appendix A͒. For a given training set the C 2 activations are then used to train one VTU for each object class. ͑The units are stored as profiles F 3 , and P 3 is chosen equal to the number of classes; see Appendix B for details.͒ After training, we expose the two-layer network to a set of test images and compute the dot product between the C 2 activations and all view tuned units. The classification result ͑I͒ for each image I is determined by the index of the unit which has maximum output activity, i.e.,
A stimulus is rejected as an unknown pattern if the activation of the "winner" view tuned unit is below a threshold 3 , i.e.,
For the COIL-20 dataset, 21 we partition the images into a training set ͑all odd-numbered views͒ and a test set ͑all Fig. 2 Processing example of a two-layer network: the gray value input image is convolved using Gabor kernels at four different orientations. The result ͑Ŝ 1 ͒ is subject to the "winner takes most" lateral competitive mechanism. The final binary activation of the simple cells in the first layer ͑S 1 ͒ is the input to a "spatial pooling" mechanism, whose result is displayed in the complex cells of the first layer ͑C 1 ͒. This serves as the input for processing in the second layer. All planes are convolved using receptive field profiles, and the result ͑Ŝ 1 ͒ is again subject to the "winner takes most" and the "spatial pooling" mechanisms ͑S 2 ͒. The output of the 2-layer network is the activation of the complex cell planes of the second layer ͑C 2 ͒. even-numbered views͒. Additionally, for training, we vary the number of views between 1 and 36 that are used to obtain the profiles on the second layer ͑F 2 ͒ and the view tuned units on the third layer ͑F 3 ͒. For testing, we always use the complete test set, which is additionally distorted by scaling ͑±10% ͒ and translation ͑±5 pixels͒ and by placing natural clutter in the background of the objects. The clutter is randomly taken from images of the Art Explosion dataset. 22 Figure 3͑a͒ shows examples of training images and Fig. 3͑b͒ shows some distorted test images. The classification performance for different numbers of training views is shown in the diagram in Fig. 4͑a͒ ͑curve labeled For comparison, the curve in Fig. 4͑a͒ labeled "NNC" shows the performance of a standard 1-nearest-neighbor classifier using the same training and test sets, but applied on the raw image data. It can be seen that the view tuned units significantly outperform the 1-nearest-neighbor classifier.
In order to test the rejection capability of the network, in a second experiment we double the size of the test set by adding images that only contain clutter from the Art Explosion dataset and expect the network to reject these images as unknown patterns. Figure 3͑c͒ shows some examples of the additional test images.
As introduced above, detection is achieved by applying Eq. ͑5͒. Under a varying threshold parameter 3 , the following quantities are counted:
• True positives ͑TP͒: The test image contains an object and the correct unit has maximum activation above threshold 3 .
• False positives ͑FP͒: The test image does not contain an object, but not all units have activation below the threshold, or, the test image does contain an object, but an incorrect unit has maximum activation above threshold 3 .
• True negatives ͑TN͒: The test image does not contain an object and all units have activation below threshold 3 .
• False negatives ͑FN͒: The test image contains an object, but no unit has activation above threshold 3 . Figure 4 shows the ROC curves 23 for using 1, 20, and 36 views, plotting sensitivity ͓TP / ͑TP + FN͔͒ versus 1-specificity ͕1−͓TN / ͑FP + TN͔͖͒. The best performance is reached for 20 training views. Here, assuming equal importance of sensitivity and specificity, a recognition rate of over 80% can be reached. Again, a slight overfitting effect can be observed for 36 training views.
Object Detection
For the classification experiments described in the preceeding section, we used the dot product between the activation of the final complex cell planes and the view tuned units to obtain a classification result. In this section, we will now use the same view tuned units ͑again trained on 64ϫ 64 image patches͒ as profiles for a third network layer in order to detect objects in larger images. For this three-layer network, the input resolution is increased to 256ϫ 256 ͑which leads to an increase in size of all planes by a factor of 16͒. In other words, instead of using the dot product to obtain a classification result, we now use convolution ͓see Eq. ͑1͔͒ to perform detection. The test images for the detection experiment are generated from random Art Explosion images, into which images of the COIL-20 dataset are placed at random positions ͑five objects per image͒. For each image the positions and class labels are memorized as ground truth for evaluation of the detection results. Examples of test images are shown in Fig. 5͑a͒-5͑d͒ .
After passing a test image through the network architecture, we obtain the detection result by local maxima detection on the final C 3 complex cell planes ͑see Fig. 6͒ . If a maximum is found, an object is detected if ͑1͒ there is no higher maximum within a radius of h = 3 cell positions on a different plane and ͑2͒ the activation at this position is above a threshold 3 . The class index is derived from the plane index. For the experiment, we use an increasing number of object views ͑1 to 36͒ and create for each setting 100 test images. For evaluation of the detection results, we count the following quantities:
• True positives ͑TP͒: A detected object is present at that location and is classified correctly. • False positives ͑FP͒: A detected object is either not present or classified incorrectly.
• False negatives ͑FN͒: An object is present, but it has not been detected.
In order to judge whether a detected object position matches the ground truth ͑see above͒, we allow for an inaccuracy of ±3 pixels. For the experiment we again partition the COIL-20 dataset into two sets ͑odd-and even-numbered views͒. An increasing number ͑1 to 36͒ of the odd-numbered views is used for training the view tuned units ͑see Appendix B͒.
For example, if we run the experiment using a single object view of each class for training and the same views for generating 100 test images, we obtain results as shown in Fig. 7͑a͒ . Here, sensitivity ͓TP / ͑TP + FN͔͒ and positive predictive value ͑PPV͓͒TP / ͑TP + FP͔͒ are plotted for a varying threshold 3 . The optimal threshold value is at the intersection of the two curves. Here, this is at about 0.25 with a detection performance of approx. 89%. Figure 7͑b͒ shows the result on 100 test images that were generated from the 36 odd-numbered views ͑again, using a single view for training͒. Here, the optimal detection performance is of course much lower ͑approximately 39%͒.
These two runs are repeated for training with an increasing number ͑1 to 36͒ of odd-numbered object views. The resulting optimal performance values ͑the intersections of the PPV and sensitivity curves͒ are shown in Fig. 7͑c͒ . The curve labeled "train" shows the performance on test images that were generated using the same views as for training. Here, as one might expect, the best performance is reached for a single object view ͓Fig. 7͑a͔͒, and the values decrease as the dataset becomes more difficult.
The curve labeled "test" shows the performance on images that are composed from the "unseen" even-numbered views ͑here, always all 36 views are used͒. As stated above, for a single training view a performance of approximately 39% can be reached ͓Fig. 7͑b͔͒. This relatively low performance is understandable since many of the objects of the COIL-20 dataset look significantly different at the front and the back side.
Interestingly, when the number of training views is increased, the performance first increases ͑maximum of approximately 63% for 10 training views͒ and then decreases again. We see this as an overfitting effect, which is probably due to the limited capacity of a single view tuned unit to "memorize" different views.
The optimal recognition performance of 63% may seem low when compared to mere object classification tasks. However, one has to keep in mind that simultaneous classification and detection without any further means of localization-such as either low-level segmentation or high-level cues-is a much more difficult task. While simple classification has to discriminate only a finite and a priori known number of objects, simultaneous detection must deal with an infinite number of a priori unknown distractors. In our test scenario, we expose our system to the maximally difficult type of distractors: arbitray natural imagery. Natural imagery imposes significantly larger difficulty and than, e.g., a textured background, because it exhibits the same natural power spectrum 24 as the objects themselves. In addition, natural background leads to a higher risk of false positives, because objects similar to the ones of the training set may be present in background images.
Summary and Conclusion
The experimental results in this section show that the approach can be utilized for both patch classification and object detection tasks. In the case of patch classification, the two-layer network achieves a transformation of the input image into a high-dimensional feature representation ͑the . 7 Results of the detection experiment, ͑a͒ Using a single training view of each object and the same views for generating the test images, positive predictive value ͑PPV͒ is plotted versus sensitivity. The intersection of the two curves yields the optimal threshold parameter ͓ 3 in Eq. ͑5͔͒. ͑b͒ Result for using a single training view of each object, but testing against images that are composed from 36 views of each object. ͑c͒ Optimal performance values for different numbers of test images. For the curve labeled "test," the test images are composed of 36 "unseen" views of each object. For "train," the same object views that were used for training are used for generating the test images. space of C 2 activations͒, which allows discrimination of objects in terms of linear discriminant functions that can be trained supervised.
For object detection, we make use of this discriminability by applying the learned discriminators as profiles for a third network layer. By processing a larger image through the network, we obtain the detection results from convolution and thresholding in an additional network layer. The experiments show that the approach can deal with a significant amount of background clutter.
One possibility of improving the detection performance is the use of multiple view tuned units for each object, as also reported by Wersing and Körner 6 for a patch classification task. Incorporating this idea for object detection will be the subject of future work.
In summary, we have shown that neocognitron-like hierarchical feed-forward recognition models can be utilized for object detection tasks in natural environments. We extended recently proposed models, that rely on efficient coding methods. The approach is motivated by the properties of receptive fields in the mammalian visual cortex. While it has been shown earlier that domain specific feature extraction greatly aids in image patch classification tasks where stimuli are subject to distortions such as deformation and clutter, we utilized this property also for the task of multiclass detection. The advantage of this approach is that the conceptually unsatisfying split-up into a localization stage ͑e.g., using segmentation͒ and a subsequent classification can be avoided. We believe that the approach is promising to be applied for computer vision systems operating in natural and unrestricted environments, e.g., mobile robots or automated vehicles. Future work will be concerned with testing the approach in such environments.
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Appendix A: Feature Coding Using NMFSC
In this appendix we describe the use of NMFSC 19 for feature coding on the second network layer. To obtain a training set for the feature coding procedure in layer 2, we expose the network to a set of training images. The set contains a large number of example images ͑the class labels of the images are irrelevant at this point͒, for which the learning procedure performs a statistical analysis of the image domain. This is done as follows: For each image in the set, we compute the activations of the first network layer ͑which uses fixed profiles, see Sec. 2.3͒. Patches of size d F 2 ϫ d F 2 are extracted at random positions from the activation of C 1 cell planes. Concatenating these sample patches yields vectors of dimension d F 2 * d F 2 * P 1 . The vectors are used as the columns of a data matrix V, which is subsequently decomposed using the NMFSC algorithm. 19 In the experiments in this work we use a profile size d F 2 =5. The algorithm solves the problem V Ϸ WH, where W denotes the feature matrix and H the latent matrix. The inner dimension of WH is set to P 2 . The solution is obtained by minimizing the MSE between WH and V under explicit sparseness constraints 0 Ͻ W s Ͻ 1 ͑the sparseness of columns of W͒ and 0 Ͻ H s Ͻ 1 ͑the sparseness of rows of H͒, and the additional constraints of non-negativity for matrices W and H. The algorithm also allows to omit W s or H s . Thus, the standard learning rules 25 can be used ͑refer to Hoyer 19 for details͒. After decomposition, each column p of W is normalized and the values are used to obtain the receptive field profiles F q 2p , for p =1... P 2 and q =1... P 1 . Figure 8 shows an example of profiles learned by NMFSC. An investigation of the properties of the optimized profiles is given in previous work. 20 
Appendix B: Supervised Learning of View Tuned Units
In this appendix we describe how the receptive field profiles on the third network layer are obtained by supervised learning, given a labeled set D train of training input images, where target ͑I͒ , I D train stores a class index for every image. The indices are enumerated from 1 to N classes . After passing all training examples through the first two network layers-assuming the profiles on the second layer are already trained ͑see Appendix A͒-and recording the complex cell activations of the second layer as C 2 ͑I͒ for each example, we obtain a set of N classes view tuned units by minimizing the following error function with respect to F 3 :
where ␦͑x , y͒ is set to 0.9 if x = y, and 0.1 else. This corresponds to learning linear discriminator functions based on C 2 outputs. After training, each profile is sensitive to one specific object class in the sense that it shows high responses for one class and low responses for all other classes. 
